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Grand Award Jury

A' Design Award and Competition

Underscores Commitment to Fair and

Impartial Evaluation with a Diverse

International Jury Panel of 278 Members

from 57 Countries

COMO, CO, ITALY, March 12, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- For its 2024

season, A' Design Award reveals the

Grand Award Jury, a uniquely

composed jury panel of 278

professionals, academics,

entrepreneurs, and journalists from 57

countries, aiming to foster a fair, transparent, and diverse assessment process for global design

entries.

In a move to solidify the integrity and global reach of its design competition, the A' Design Award

and Competition has officially announced its jury for the 2024 edition, comprising an impressive

assembly of 278 leading professionals, scholars, entrepreneurs, and media personalities from 57

different countries. This diverse international jury panel underscores the competition's

dedication to an equitable and comprehensive evaluation process, ensuring that each

submission is assessed on its merit, creativity, and innovation.

The A' Design Award, renowned for celebrating excellence and innovation in design, spans a wide

array of categories, including but not limited to industrial design, architecture, product design,

and fashion design. The inclusion of such a vast and varied jury panel is reflective of the

competition's commitment to acknowledging and fostering talent across all spheres of design,

while also ensuring a balanced and impartial adjudication process.

Each member of the 2024 jury panel brings a wealth of experience and expertise to the table,

hailing from prestigious institutions, leading design firms, and acclaimed media outlets globally.

This assembly of jurors is not only testament to the competition's stature within the design

community but also ensures a rich diversity of perspectives in the evaluation process, a critical
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component in the fair and unbiased selection of winners.

The rigorous selection process for jury members includes a thorough review of their professional

accomplishments, contributions to the design industry, and their capacity to provide insightful

and constructive evaluations. This meticulous approach is aimed to ensure that the panel is

composed of individuals who are not only leaders in their respective fields but also share a

commitment to advancing the quality and impact of design worldwide.

Through this diverse and distinguished jury, the A' Design Award and Competition aims to

elevate the standard of design excellence globally, fostering an environment where innovation,

creativity, and sustainability are celebrated and rewarded. As the 2024 season unfolds,

participants can look forward to a fair, transparent, and comprehensive assessment of their

work, offering both recognition for their achievements and invaluable feedback from some of

the most esteemed figures in the design world.

The significance of a large and diverse jury cannot be understated in the context of a global

design competition such as the A' Design Award. With 278 jurors from 57 countries, the

competition embodies a truly international perspective, bringing together different cultural

viewpoints, design philosophies, and professional insights. This broad-based approach ensures

that entries are not only evaluated against a global standard of excellence but are also

considered for their cultural significance, innovation, and potential impact on society.

The A' Design Award's commitment to a transparent and ethical evaluation process is further

highlighted by its blind peer-review system. This method ensures that all entries are judged

anonymously, allowing the work to speak for itself without any biases related to the designer's

identity, nationality, or affiliations. This focus on fairness and impartiality is critical in fostering a

competitive environment where talent and creativity are the sole criteria for success.

Moreover, the extensive jury panel plays a pivotal role in providing participants with valuable

feedback. Given the jurors' expertise and experience, their insights can serve as a crucial

learning tool for designers, offering guidance on market trends, design innovation, and

sustainability practices. This feedback mechanism not only enhances the educational value of

the competition but also encourages ongoing improvement and excellence in design.

The diverse composition of the jury also reflects the A' Design Award's dedication to inclusivity

and global representation. By incorporating jurors from a wide range of disciplines and cultural

backgrounds, the competition ensures that its evaluation process is comprehensive and

considers the vast spectrum of design thinking and practice. This inclusivity is vital in recognizing

and celebrating the rich diversity within the global design community, encouraging submissions

that challenge conventional boundaries and propose innovative solutions.

As the A' Design Award and Competition moves forward with its 2024 edition, the carefully

selected jury panel is not just a testament to the competition's rigorous standards of evaluation
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but also symbolizes its commitment to advancing the field of design. By fostering a fair,

transparent, and inclusive judging process, the A' Design Award and Competition not only honors

excellence in design but also contributes to the growth and development of the design

community at large.

Participants and observers alike can anticipate a competition that not only celebrates design

excellence but also promotes a deeper understanding and appreciation of the transformative

power of design. With the 2024 edition, the A' Design Award and Competition reaffirms its

position as a valuable platform for showcasing the talent and vision of designers from around

the globe, setting the stage for another year of remarkable and inspiring design achievements.

The impact of the A' Design Award and Competition extends far beyond the accolades and

recognition bestowed upon the winners. Through its comprehensive evaluation process and

global platform, the competition serves as a catalyst for innovation, providing designers with the

opportunity to showcase their work on an international stage. This visibility is crucial for both

emerging and established designers, offering much needed exposure to a broad audience that

includes industry leaders, potential clients, and design enthusiasts from around the world.

The A' Design Award's influence is also felt in the way it sets trends within the design community.

By highlighting exemplary designs that push the boundaries of creativity, functionality, and

sustainability, the competition plays an important role in shaping the future direction of design

disciplines. Winners of the A' Design Award often become benchmarks of excellence within their

fields, inspiring their peers and setting new standards for design quality and innovation.

By bringing together designers from diverse backgrounds and disciplines, the A' Design Award

facilitates the exchange of ideas and experiences, fostering a rich dialogue that enriches the

design field as a whole. This collaborative spirit is instrumental in addressing complex challenges

and finding innovative solutions that can have a meaningful impact on society.

The benefits of participating in the A' Design Award extend to the commercial success of winning

designs. The prestige associated with the award can potentially enhance the marketability of

designs and the profiles of the designers and brands behind them. Winners receive the A' Design

Award trophy, an internationally recognized symbol of design excellence, along with a package of

benefits designed to support their brand growth. These include inclusion in the A' Design Award

exhibition, publication in the annual yearbook, a comprehensive PR and marketing campaign,

and access to networking opportunities with other designers and potential clients.

About A' Design Award & Competition

The A' Design Award stands at the intersection of creativity and philanthropy, with a mission

rooted in the belief that good design has the power to transform society for the better. Central

to the A' Design Award's ethos is the conviction that the world can be improved through the

innovative and thoughtful application of design principles. By promoting this cause, the award



seeks to inspire designers and brands worldwide to create products and projects that have a

positive impact on our global community.

Through its annual competition, the A' Design Award realizes its goal by recognizing and

celebrating exceptional design work that embodies the potential to enhance lives and

communities. By showcasing these groundbreaking designs on an international platform, the

award not only pays tribute to the creative genius of the designers but also fosters a worldwide

appreciation for the essential values of good design. In doing so, the A' Design Award fuels a

cycle of inspiration and progress, driving the continual evolution of design towards greater

heights of innovation and social impact.

In anticipation of the 2024 edition, the A' Design Award and Competition invites designers,

architects, innovators, and companies worldwide to submit their best work for consideration.

This call to action underscores the competition's commitment to discovering and promoting

outstanding design work across a myriad of disciplines. With a comprehensive category list that

spans the gamut of the design field, from industrial design to spatial design, visual

communication, and beyond, the A' Design Award offers a valuable platform for participants to

showcase their creativity and expertise. Interested parties may visit A' Design Awards website to

discover its jury and learn more at https://competition.adesignaward.com
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